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A processor array with a reconﬁgurable bus system is a parallel computation model that consists
of a processor array and a reconﬁgurable bus system. In this paper, a constant-time algorithm is
proposed on this model for ﬁnding the cycles in an undirected graph. We can use this algorithm to
decide whether a speciﬁed edge belongs to the minimum spanning tree of the graph or not. This
cycle-ﬁndingalgorithmisdesignedonatwo-dimensionaln×nprocessor array withareconﬁgurable
bus system, where n is the number of vertices in the graph. Based on this cycle-ﬁnding algorithm,
the minimum spanning tree problem and the spanning tree problem can be solved in O(1) time
by using fewer processors than before, O(n × m × n)a n dO ( n3) processors respectively. This is
a substantial improvement over previous known results. Moreover, we also propose two constant-
time algorithms for solving the minimum spanning tree veriﬁcation problem and spanning tree
veriﬁcation problem by using O(n3)a n dO ( n2) processors, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are many engineering and science problems that can
be formulated in forms of graphs. Developing parallel
algorithms for solving graph problems is therefore of both
theoretical and practical importance. A processor array with
a reconﬁgurablebus system (PARBS) consists of an array of
processors and a reconﬁgurable bus system. In this parallel
computation model, each processor connects to neighbor
processors through its ports controlled by switches. The
switches within a processor can be used to dynamically
conﬁgure various patterns, so that the processors in this
model can form different sub-buses. The processors that are
attachedtoasub-buscancommunicatewithothersbybroad-
casting values on the commonsub-busin ﬁxed units of time.
In a sub-bus, the one-to-all broadcasting operation only
needs ﬁxed units of time to perform. That is the reason the
PARBS can be used for solving many problems efﬁciently.
ThePARBS modelhasreceivedmuchattentionduringthe
past years. There are many researchers who use the PARBS
modelto designparallelalgorithmsbecauseofthe capability
of communication. For example, on a one-dimensional (1-
D) PARBS, Miller et al. [1] designedan O(1)time algorithm
forcomputingthelogicalORofn Booleanvalues. Theyalso
showed that many problems involving simulations, graphs
and images could be efﬁciently solved on a two-dimensional
(2-D) PARBS. In [2], Wang solved many problemson a 1-D
PARBS, such as computing the logical AND of n Boolean
values, ﬁnding the active processor with the minimal index,
computing the 2’s complement of an n-bit integer, adding
two n-bit integers and comparing the values of two n-bit
integers. From these examples, we know that the ability
to conﬁgure sub-buses to suit computational needs is very
important. Indeed, the ability to conﬁgure the sub-buses is
also a part of computation.
In 1990, Wang and Chen [3] developed an algorithm for
computingthe transitive closure of a graph in O(1) time on a
2-Dn2×n2 PARBSoronathree-dimensional(3-D)n×n×n
PARBS. They used this transitive closure algorithm to solve
the minimum spanning tree problem in O(1) time on a 2-
D n2 × max{n × m,m2} PARBS or on a 3-D max{n,m}×
max{n,m}×m PARBS, where n is the number of vertices
and m is the number of edges in the graph. In 1992, Chen
et al. [4] combined the O(1) time maximum (minimum)
ﬁnding algorithm and the matrix multiplication algorithm to
solve the minimum spanning tree problem in O(logn) time,
usingO(n4) processors. In1994,Lin [5]reducedthenumber
of processors used for the O(1) time maximum (minimum)
ﬁnding algorithm from O(n2)t oO ( n1+ε), where n is a tth
powernumberand ε = (1/t), so thatthe minimumspanning
tree problem can be solved in O(logn) time, using O(n3+ε)
processors.
In 1996, Lai and Sheng [6] proposed a constant-time
minimum spanning tree algorithm on a 2-D n × m2
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reconﬁgurable mesh. It can also be executed on a 3-D
reconﬁgurable mesh but still needs O(n × m2) processors.
Their algorithm is based on a special ‘cycle-ﬁnding’
algorithm that runs on a 2-D n × k PARBS to test whether
the k’th edge will introduce a cycle, and the minimum
spanning tree algorithm must test the m edges. In this
paper, we also follow the same approach to design a ‘cycle-
ﬁnding’ algorithm in order to solve the minimum spanning
tree problem. In comparison, our minimum spanning tree
algorithm can run on a 3-D n × m × n PARBS, which
uses n2
−m processors fewer than the n × m2 of Lai and
Sheng’s 2-D algorithm for m = ω(n).I f w e c o n v e r t
our 3-D algorithm to a 2-D algorithm (according to the
conversion of Vaidyanathan and Trahan [7]), then we will
have a result of O(n3 × m) processors, which only matches
Lai and Sheng’s result for m =  (n) and is larger for
m = o(n). This means that our 3-D algorithm uses fewer
processors than Lai and Sheng’s 2-D or 3-D algorithm,
but the same or more processors when converted to two
dimensions. From this point of view, we see that the
differences in implementation can lead to different sized
PARBS.
On a hyper-bus broadcast network (HBBN) with the
(extended) concurrent-write bus resolution scheme, Tsai
et al. [8] presented an O(logn) time minimum spanning
tree algorithm on a 4-D HBBN with O(n1/c × n × n × n)
processors or on a 3-D HBBN (extended)with O(n×n×n)
processors.
In this paper, we ﬁrst develop a cycle-ﬁnding algorithm
to determine whether a speciﬁed edge of a graph belongs
to any cycle or not. The cycle-ﬁnding algorithm runs in
O(1) time with O(n2) processors. Based on this cycle-
ﬁnding algorithm, the minimum spanning tree problem can
be solved in O(1) time, using O(n4) processors. Hence,
we successfully reduce the number of processors of the
minimum spanning tree algorithm used in [3] and keep the
O(1) time complexity.
In [9], Dixon and Tarjan developed an algorithm to solve
the minimum spanning tree veriﬁcation problem in O(logn)
time on a CREW PRAM with θ((n+m)/logn) processors.
In this paper, we will show that the same problem can be
solved in O(1) time on a PARBS with O(n3) processors.
In [10], Trahan et al. designed an algorithm for solving the
spanningtree problemin O(1) time, using O(mn) processors
and O(mn3) switches on the reconﬁgurable multiple bus
machine (RMBM), which is a modiﬁed version of the
PARBS. Here we also develop an algorithm to solve the
spanning tree problem in O(1) time on a PARBS with O(n3)
processors.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we will introduce the PARBS model, the deﬁnitions and
notations used in this paper. The cycle-ﬁnding algorithm
will be proposed in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, we
will present the minimum spanning tree and the minimum
spanning tree veriﬁcation algorithms, respectively. The
spanning tree and the spanning tree veriﬁcation algorithms
are presented in Section 6. The last section contains our
concluding remarks.
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FIGURE 1. A3× 8 PARBS with four-neighbor connections.
2. COMPUTATION MODEL OF PARBS,
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
A2 - Dr ×s PARBS consists of an r ×s array of processors
connectedtoagrid-shapedreconﬁgurablebussystem, where
each processor has four ports controlled by switches within
the processor. For each processor, four ports, I−,I +,
K− and K+, are provided to dynamically adjust the local
connections, as shown in Figure 1. In one unit of time, each
processor can perform a basic arithmetic/logic operation on
its own data. Each processor can also connect or disconnect
its local connections among the ports I−,I +,K − or K+ by
controllingits switches in ﬁxedunitsof time in orderto form
sub-buses. To evaluate the time complexity of algorithmson
PARBS (also known as a reconﬁgurable mesh), two models
have been proposed in [11]: the unit-time delay model and
the log-time delay model. In this paper, we assume that our
algorithms are based on the unit-time delay model adopted
by most researchers. Therefore,a processor in a sub-buscan
send (broadcast)a piece of data to its ports I−,I +,K − or K+
in one unit of time. From these descriptions, we know that
the PARBS model is a single instruction stream, multiple
data streams (SIMD) model [2]. A 3-D r × s × t PARBS
with six-neighbor connections can be deﬁned similarly.
Note that by properly setting the local connections, the
processors attached to a sub-bus can communicate with
others by broadcasting their values on the common sub-
bus. If several processors are attempting to simultaneously
broadcast values on the same sub-bus, then a broadcasting
collision occurs. In this paper, we assume that only one
processor is allowed to broadcast its value on a sub-bus
at any given time. Any port within a processor can be
connected or disconnected to other ports of the processor
in order to form various patterns, as shown in Figure 2.
For example, the notation {I−,K+}, {I+,K−} means that
the ports I− and K+ are connected together and the ports
I+ and K− are connected together. Note that the shapes of
sub-buses are totally decided by the patterns of processors.
A graph G = (V,E) consists of a ﬁnite non-empty set
Vo fn vertices, V1,V2,...,Vn, and a ﬁnite non-empty set
Eo fm edges, E1,E2,...,Em. We use pairs of vertices,
i.e. (Vi,Vj), to represent the edges of a graph. An edge is
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FIGURE 2. The various patterns of a processor.
directed if the corresponding pair of vertices is ordered and
undirected otherwise. A graph is directed if its edges are
directed, and undirected if its edges are undirected. An edge
is weighted if theedgehasa valueto bethecostwhenwe use
this edge, and unweighted otherwise. A graph is weighted
if its edges are weighted, and unweighted otherwise. A
vertex Vi is said to be adjacent to vertex Vj only if (Vi,Vj)
belongs to the set E. A path from vertex Vi1 to vertex Vik is
a sequence (Vi1,Vi2,...,Vik), where (Vir,V ir+1) belongs
to E, 1 ≤ r ≤ k − 1. If every pair of vertices, Vi and Vj,o f
a graph has a path in existence between them for all i  = j,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, then we call this graph connected.A p a t h
from Vi to Vi is called a cycle. In this paper, we assume that
G is a weighted, connected and undirected graph.
In a connected graph G, we can ﬁnd that there is at
least one set T of n − 1 edges, T ⊆ E, such that (V,T)
is a connected graph. We call the set T a spanning tree.
If G is weighted, then we call the sum of weights of all
edges in a spanning tree the weight of the spanning tree.
A minimum spanning tree is a spanning tree that has the
minimal weight among all spanning trees. Developing the
minimum spanning tree algorithm is of both theoretical and
practical importance, because there are many engineering
and science problems that apply the minimum spanning tree
algorithm.
A convenient representation of an undirected graph G =
(V,E) is the adjacency matrix. Note that G is undirected,
so its adjacency matrix is symmetric. Let A denote the
adjacency matrix of G and Ai,j denote the (i,j) entry of A.
Let Ai,j = Wk if Ek = (Vi,Vj) ∈ Ea n dW k is the weight
of Ek,A i,j =− ∞if i = j,A i,j =∞otherwise.
The following notations are used throughoutthis paper:
G a weighted, connected and undirected graph,
n the number of vertices in G,
m the number of edges in G,
V the set of vertices in G, V ={ V1,V2,...,Vn},
E the set of edges in G, E ={ E1,E2,...,Em},
T the spanning tree of G,
Wk the weight of Ek,
A the adjacency matrix of G,
Ai,j the (i,j) entry of A, Ai,j = (Vi,Vj), which also
represents the weight of edge (Vi,Vj),
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FIGURE 3. A weighted, connected and undirected graph G. The
n − 1 thick lines represent a minimum spanning tree of G.
Pi,j the (i,j) processor in a 2-D PARBS,
Pi,j,k the (i,j,k) processor in a 3-D PARBS.
3. CONSTANT-TIME CYCLE-FINDING
ALGORITHM
In this section, we will propose a cycle-ﬁnding algorithm
which can determine whether a speciﬁed edge Ax,y of a
graph G belongs to any cycle in O(1) time on a 2-D n × n
PARBS. In this algorithm, the speciﬁed edge Ax,y will be
tested with those edges whose weights are less than Ax,y
and those edges whose weights are equal to Ax,y but located
at the anterior positions of the adjacency matrix of G before
the speciﬁed edge Ax,y. By deﬁnition, the entry c is located
at the anterior position before the entry d only if its row-
major order in the adjacency matrix is smaller than that of
the entryd. Themain purposeof thecycle-ﬁndingalgorithm
is to determine whether a speciﬁed edge Ax,y belongs to the
minimum spanning tree or not. Based on this idea, we can
design other algorithms for solving some related problems,
i.e. the minimum spanning tree veriﬁcation problem, the
spanning tree problem and the spanning tree veriﬁcation
problem.
In Figure 3, we show an example, where the eight thick
lines represent a minimum spanning tree. If we want to
determine whether a speciﬁed edge A1,8 = (V1,V8) with
weight 8 belongs to the minimum spanning tree or not, we
only need to consider the edges whose weights are less
than 8, and the edges whose weights are equal to 8 but
located at the anterior positions of the adjacency matrix
of G before A1,8. That is, only these considered edges
can determine whether the edge (V1,V8) belongs to the
minimumspanningtreeornot. Inthiscase,weonlyconsider
the following seven edges: (V1,V2), (V3,V4), (V3,V6),
(V3,V9), (V6,V7), (V7,V8),( V 8,V 9). These edges form
threeconnectedcomponentsas shownin Figure4. Although
the weight of the edge (V2,V3) is the same as that of
the edge (V1,V8), we do not consider the edge (V2,V3)
because it is ‘not’ located at the anterior position before
the edge (V1,V8) in the adjacency matrix. Then, we check
whether there exists a path between V1 and V8 in Figure 4,
which consists of the seven edges considered. If the answer
is no, then the edge (V1,V8) will belong to the minimum
spanning tree. Otherwise, it will not belong to the minimum
spanning tree.
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FIGURE 4. Only the edges shown here can determine whether the
edge (V1,V8) belongs to the minimum spanning tree or not. We
check whether there exists a cycle between V1 and V8.
Now,we canusea 2-Dn×n PARBS todeterminewhether
a speciﬁed edge belongs to the minimum spanning tree or
not in O(1) time. The processors in the PARBS have four-
neighbor connections controlled by switches within them,
as shown in Figure 1. Each processor in the PARBS is
identiﬁed by a unique index (i,k). There are four ports,
denoted by I−,I +,K − and K+, built within each processor.
We can set the ports of each processor in the PARBS in
order to form proper sub-buses. By using the broadcasting
operation, the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm can be performed in
ﬁxed units of time.
THEOREM 1. The problem of determining whether a
speciﬁed edge Ax,y of a graph G forms any cycle with those
edges whose weights are less than Ax,y and those edges
whose weights are equal to Ax,y but located at the anterior
positions of the adjacency matrix of G before Ax,y can be
solved in O(1) time on a 2-D n × n PARBS.
Proof. We prove this theorem by presenting an O(1) time
algorithm. This algorithm consists of the following steps.
We explain this algorithm by Figures 4 and 5, where the
speciﬁed edge is Ax,y = A1,8 with weight 8.
Step 0. Initially, Ai,k is stored in processor Pi,k,1≤ i,
k ≤ n.
Step 1. All processors connect {I−,I+,K−,K+}, processor
Px,y broadcasts its weight Ax,y and coordinates x and
y to other processors.
Step 2. Each processor Pi,k compares its weight Ai,k with
the received weight Ax,y.I f ( i = k)o r( ( i<k )a n d
(Ai,k < Ax,y)) or ((i<k )a n d( A i,k = Ax,y)a n d
(((i−1)×n+k) < ((x−1)×n+y))),thenPi,k connects
{I−,I+,K−,K+}.O t h e r w i s eP i,k connects{I−,I+} and
{K−,K+}. (See Figure 5 for an illustration.)
Step 3. The processor Px,x broadcasts a speciﬁed signal ‘#’
in the sub-bus formed in Step 2. If the processor
Py,y receives the speciﬁed signal ‘#’, then we know
that the speciﬁed edge Ax,y will form a cycle with
the considered edges which connect {I−,I+,K−,K+}
in Step 2. That is, the speciﬁed edge Ax,y does not
belong to the minimum spanning tree of the graph.
Otherwise, the speciﬁed edge Ax,y belongs to the
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FIGURE 5. In Step 2, the PARBS is divided into three sub-buses,
{V1,V2}, {V3,V4,V6,V7,V8,V9} and {V5}. I nS t e p3 ,P 1,1
broadcasts ‘#’, but P8,8 can not receive the signal ‘#’. So A1,8
will not form any cycle with the considered edges.
minimum spanning tree of the graph. (See Figure 5 for
an illustration.)
Step 4. All processors connect {I−,I+,K−,K+}, processor
Py,y broadcasts the yes/no result to other processors.
Nowwe willprovethecorrectnessoftheabovealgorithm.
The key problem is whether Step 2 can properly conﬁgure
the sub-buses for testing the existence of any cycle. In
Step 2, we consider the edges whose weights are less than
or equal to Ax,y for testing the existence of any cycle.
If the weights are equal to Ax,y, then we only consider
the edges that are located at the anterior positions of the
adjacency matrix of G before the speciﬁed edge Ax,y by
row-major ordering. Now let us show how the considered
edges conﬁgure the sub-buses. If an edge Ai,k is considered,
Pi,k will connect {I−,I+,K−,K+}; then there is a sub-bus
that exists among Pi,i and Pk,k, because Pi,i,P i,k,a n dP k,k
connect {I−,I+,K−,K+}. If there is another considered
edge Ak,t that exists, then a sub-bus will be formed among
Pi,i,P k,k andPt,t. So we knowthatthe considerededgeswill
form sub-buses if there exist paths among these considered
edges. In Figure 5, we know that there are three sub-buses,
{V1,V2}, {V3,V4,V6,V7,V8,V9} and {V5}. The speciﬁed
edge Ax,y is A1,8, so we can test whether there exist paths
from Px,x = P1,1 to Py,y = P8,8. If there are paths
connecting Px,x and Py,y, then we know that the speciﬁed
edge Ax,y will form at least one cycle with those considered
edges. For this example, we know that there is no path in
existence between P1,1 and P8,8 because P8,8 can not receive
the speciﬁed signal ‘#’ from P1,1 in Step 3. Whether the
considered edges form any cycle with the speciﬁed edge can
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be answered in O(1) time on a 2-D n × n PARBS, so we
proved the correctness of this algorithm.
4. CONSTANT-TIME MINIMUM SPANNING TREE
ALGORITHM
Based on the constant-time cycle-ﬁnding algorithm in
Section 3, we deal with the minimum spanning tree problem
in thissection. Ouridea isbasedonKruskal’salgorithm[12]
that builds a minimum spanning tree T by adding edges to
T one at a time. Kruskal’s algorithm selects the edges for
inclusion in T in non-decreasingorder of their cost. An edge
is added to T if it does not form a cycle with the edges that
are already in T. For this algorithm, the challenge is how
to select those edges independently in O(1) time. In this
section, we apply the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm on each edge
of a graph concurrently to solve the minimum spanning tree
problem.
Now,fromTable1, wecanseewhyeachedgeofthegraph
can be determined independently for inclusion in T. Table 1
depicts how the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm can be applied on
each edge of Figure 3, where the dotted edge Ax,y is the
speciﬁed edge for which we want to determine whether it
forms any cycle with those thick edges whose weights are
less thanAx,y andthosethickedgeswhoseweightsareequal
to Ax,y but located at the anterior positions of the adjacency
matrix of G before Ax,y.
The example in Table 1 shows that we can determine
whether each edge belongs to the minimum spanning tree or
not independently. Because the number of edges in a graph
is at most O(n2), the minimumspanningtree problemcan be
solved in O(1) time on a 3-D n × n2 × n PARBS.
THE MINIMUM SPANNING TREE ALGORITHM
Step 0. Initially, Ai,k is stored in processor Pi,1,k,1≤ i,
k ≤ n.
Step 1. All processors connect {J−,J+}, processor Pi,1,k
broadcasts its weight Ai,k to other processors Pi,j,k in
the j-direction, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n2.
Step 2. There are n2 planes along the j-direction, the size
of each plane is n × n. For each (i,k) plane, there
is at most one processor Pi,j,k with ((i<k )a n d
(j = (i−1)×n+k)and(A i,k  =− ∞ )and(A i,k  =∞ )),
then let this processor represent the speciﬁed edge of
the (i,k) plane.
Step 3. Each (i,k) plane executes the cycle-ﬁnding algo-
rithm in Section 3 with its speciﬁed edge if it exists.
Step 4. All processors connect {J−,J+}, the processors
containing the information about each speciﬁed edge
broadcast the yes/no results of Step 3 to other
processors in the j-direction.
Step 5. The adjacencymatrix of the minimumspanningtree
is stored and kept in Pi,1,k,1≤ i, k ≤ n.N o w t h e
adjacency matrix includes the weights and the yes/no
results.
THEOREM 2. The above algorithm can construct a mini-
mum spanningtree in O(1) time on a 3-D n×n2×n PARBS.
Proof. At the start of the minimum spanning tree algorithm,
we duplicate the adjacency matrix to n2 planes and select a
speciﬁed edge for each (i,k) plane. In Step 3, we apply the
cycle-ﬁnding algorithm on each plane concurrently. Now
we must prove that the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm can be used
to determine whether the speciﬁed edge of each plane is an
edge of the minimum spanning tree or not. Additionally,
we also have to prove that the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm can
be used on all edges concurrently. We assume the edges
are indexed in order as E1,E2,...,Em by non-decreasing
weights (the most signiﬁcant key) and the locations of
the adjacent matrix (the least signiﬁcant key). Then, in
the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm, each plane will check whether
the speciﬁed edge Et = Ai,k forms any cycle with the edges
{E1,E2,...,Et−1} whoseweightsare less than Ai,k or equal
to Ai,k but located at the anterior positions of the adjacency
matrix of G before Ai,k. Those edges {E1,E2,...,Et−1}
will form sub-buses in the 2-D PARBS (the (i,k) plane).
If the edge Et = Ai,k forms a cycle with the edges
{E1,E2,...,Et−1}, then there exists a path in the sub-buses.
According to Kruskal’s algorithm, the edge Et is excluded
from the minimum spanning tree T since it forms a cycle
with the edges {E1,E2,...,Et−1} that are already in T.
On the other hand, if a speciﬁed edge Et does not form a
cycle with the edges {E1,E2,...,Et−1}, then this edge must
connect two disjoint sub-buses and this edge must belong to
T. At the same time, becauseall edgesaresorted uniquelyby
the weights and locations in the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm, the
minimum spanning tree for the graph is unique. From the
above description, we see that the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm
can be applied to all edges simultaneously to construct the
minimum spanning tree. This completes the proof.
The above minimum spanning tree algorithm can be
further improved by using O(n × m × n) instead of O(n ×
n2×n)processors,wherenisthenumberofverticesandmis
the number of edges. As we can see in the above algorithm,
there are a lot of (i,k) planes that are idle. So we can use
the parallel sorting algorithm [13] on the PARBS model to
reduce the complexity of the number of processors.
THEOREM 3. The minimum spanning tree of a graph can
be constructed in O(1) time on a 3-D n × m × n PARBS.
Proof. The above minimum spanning tree algorithm can
be further improved by using the parallel sorting algorithm
[13] on a 3-D n3 PARBS to sort the m edges in order as
E1,E2,...,Em by non-decreasing weights. After sorting,
the m edges will be located on processors P1,j,1,1≤
j ≤ m. The processor P1,j,1 broadcasts its weight and
coordinate to its (i,k) plane to select the speciﬁed edge for
this plane. After selection, all (i,k) planes run the cycle-
ﬁnding algorithm with the speciﬁed edges concurrently.
This modiﬁed algorithm is almost the same as the previous
one, so the proof is the same as Theorem 2. Consequently,
the minimum spanning tree problem can be solved in O(1)
time on a 3-D n × m × n PARBS.
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TABLE 1. The cycle-ﬁnding algorithm is applied on all edges of the graph concurrently to determine whether each edge belongs to the
minimum spanning tree (MST) or not.
Tested edge Ax,y Ax,y belongs
and its weight Connected components Graphic depiction to MST?
A7,8 = (V7,V8) = 1 {V1}, {V2}, {V3}, {V4},
{V5}, {V6}, {V7}, {V8},
{V9}
Yes
A3,9 = (V3,V9) = 2 {V1}, {V2}, {V3}, {V4},
{V5}, {V6}, {V7,V8},
{V9}
Yes
A6,7 = (V6,V7) = 2 {V1}, {V2}, {V3,V9},
{V4}, {V5}, {V6},
{V7,V8}
Yes
A1,2 = (V1,V2) = 4 {V1}, {V2}, {V3,V9},
{V4}, {V5}, {V6,V7,V8}
Yes
A3,6 = (V3,V6) = 4 {V1,V2}, {V3,V9}, {V4},
{V5}, {V6,V7,V8}
Yes
A3,4 = (V3,V4) = 7 {V1,V2},
{V3,V6,V7,V8,V9},
{V4}, {V5}
Yes
A8,9 = (V8,V9) = 7 {V1,V2},
{V3,V4,V6,V7,V8,V9},
{V5}
No
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TABLE 1. Continued.
Tested edge Ax,y Ax,y belongs
and its weight Connected components Graphic depiction to MST?
A1,8 = (V1,V8) = 8 {V1,V2},
{V3,V4,V6,V7,V8,V9},
{V5}
Yes
A2,3 = (V2,V3) = 8 {V1,V2,V3,V4,V6,
V7,V8,V9},
{V5}
No
A4,5 = (V4,V5) = 9 {V1,V2,V3,V4,V6,
V7,V8,V9},
{V5}
Yes
A7,9 = (V7,V9) = 9 {V1,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6,
V7,V8,V9}
No
A5,6 = (V5,V6) = 10 {V1,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6,
V7,V8,V9}
No
A2,8 = (V2,V8) = 11 {V1,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6,
V7,V8,V9}
No
A4,6 = (V4,V6) = 14 {V1,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6,
V7,V8,V9}
No
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TABLE 2. We apply the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm on the n−1 selected edges of the graph to determine whether the set T of the n−1 selected
edges is a minimum spanning tree or not.
Tested edge Ax,y Ax,y belongs
and its weight Connected components Graphic depiction to MST?
A7,8 = (V7,V8) = 1 {V1}, {V2}, {V3}, {V4}, {V5}, {V6},
{V7}, {V8}, {V9}
Yes
A3,9 = (V3,V9) = 2 {V1}, {V2}, {V3}, {V4}, {V5}, {V6,
V7,V 8}, {V9}
Yes
A6,7 = (V6,V7) = 2 {V1}, {V2}, {V3,V9}, {V4}, {V5},
{V6}, {V7,V8}
Yes
A1,2 = (V1,V2) = 4 {V1}, {V2}, {V3,V6,V7,V8,V9},
{V4}, {V5},
Yes
5. CONSTANT-TIME MINIMUM SPANNING TREE
VERIFICATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we want to present a constant-time minimum
spanning tree veriﬁcation algorithm on a 3-D n × n × n
PARBS. This algorithm can determine whether a set T of
n−1edges,selectedfromtheedgesofagraph,isaminimum
spanning tree of the graph or not. For example, in Figure 3,
we want to determine whether the eight edges (V1,V2),
(V1,V8), (V3,V6), (V3,V9), (V4,V5), (V5,V6), (V6,V7),
(V7,V8) form a minimum spanning tree or not. The input
data structure consists of the adjacency matrix A as well as
theinformationabouttheselectedn-1edges. Inotherwords,
the input contains the weights Ai,j and the ﬂags Fi,j,1≤ i,
j ≤ n.T h eﬂ a gF i,j is equal to 1 if the edge (Vi,Vj) ∈ T;
Fi,j is equal to 0 otherwise.
THEOREM 4. Whether a set T of n-1 edges, selected from
a graph, is a minimum spanning tree of the graph or not can
be veriﬁed in O(1) time on a 3-D n × n × n PARBS.
Proof. We prove this theorem by presenting an O(1) time
algorithm. This algorithm consists of the following steps.
We explain this algorithm by Table 2.
Step 0. Initially, Ai,k and Fi,k are stored in processor Pi,1,k,
1 ≤ i, k ≤ n.
Step 1. Sort the n2 ﬂags Fi,k,1≤ i, k ≤ n, by the parallel
sorting algorithm in [13] which can sort n2 data in O(1)
time on an n × n × n PARBS. After sorting, the n − 1
ﬂags with Fi,k = 1 and their associated weights and
coordinates will be kept on processors P1,j,1,1≤ j ≤
n − 1.
Step 2. All processors connect {J−,J+}, processor Pi,1,k
broadcasts its weight Ai,k to other processors in the j-
direction.
Step 3. All processors connect{I−,I+,K−,K+}.T h en−1
processors P1,j,1,1≤ j ≤ n − 1, broadcast their
weights and coordinates to the (i,k) planes. In each
(i,k) plane, only the processor whose weight and
coordinate are the same as the broadcasting weight
and coordinate will be selected as the speciﬁed edge.
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TABLE 2. Continued.
Tested edge Ax,y Ax,y belongs
and its weight Connected components Graphic depiction to MST?
A3,6 = (V3,V6) = 4 {V1,V2}, {V3,V9}, {V4}, {V5},
{V6,V7,V8}
Yes
A1,8 = (V1,V8) = 8 {V1,V2},
{V3,V4,V6,V7,V8,V9}, {V5}
Yes
A4,5 = (V4,V5) = 9 {V1,V2,V3,V4,V6,V7,V8,V9},
{V5}
Yes
A5,6 = (V5,V6) = 10 {V1,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6,V7,
V8,V9}
No
Step 4. Each (i,k) plane executes the cycle-ﬁnding algo-
rithm with its speciﬁed edge. We need to modify
Step 2 of the cycle-ﬁnding algorithm, because in this
minimum spanning tree veriﬁcation algorithm we do
not need to consider the ‘unselected’ edges whose
weights are greater than or equal to the speciﬁed edge.
In other words, the modiﬁed cycle-ﬁnding algorithm
only uses the other ‘selected’ edges whose weights
are less than or equal to the speciﬁed edge and uses
the ‘unselected’ edges whose weights are less than the
speciﬁededgeto conﬁgurethe sub-buses. Ifit ﬁndsthat
any speciﬁed edge forms any cycle with the considered
edges, then we know that either there is at least one
edge that can replace the speciﬁed edge or there is a
cycle in T. This means that the set T of the n − 1 edges
isnota minimumspanningtreeofthegraph. Otherwise
the set T is a minimum spanning tree. ✷
6. CONSTANT-TIME SPANNING TREE AND
SPANNING TREE VERIFICATION
ALGORITHMS
The spanning tree problem is similar to the minimum
spanning tree problem. The difference is that the graph for
the spanning tree problem is unweighted. It is natural to
use the same algorithm to solve the spanning tree problem.
However, we ﬁnd that we can further reduce the number of
processors used in the minimum spanning tree algorithm if
we check the cycle ‘vertex by vertex’ instead of ‘edge by
edge’. This is the key idea why we can reduce the number
of processors in this spanning tree algorithm. Let us give an
example of the spanning tree problem in Table 3, where the
thick edges are ‘anterioredges’ and dotted edges are ‘testing
edges’. We apply the modiﬁed cycle-ﬁnding algorithm on
all vertices of the graph in Figure 3 to construct a spanning
tree.
For a speciﬁed tested vertex Vx, the ‘anterior edges’ are
those edges Ai,k with the property (i < x) and the ‘testing
edges’ are those edges Ai,k with the property (i = x)
and (k>x ). For example, in Table 3, if the tested
vertex Vx is V4, then the ‘anterior edges’ are (V1,V2),
(V1,V8), (V2,V3), (V2,V8), (V3,V4), (V3,V6), (V3,V9)
and the ‘testing edges’ are (V4,V5), (V4,V6).I f w e
want to determine whether the two ‘testing edges’ belong
to the spanning tree or not, we only need to consider the
‘anterior edges’. That is, we can check whether the ‘testing
edge’ (V4,V5) forms any cycle with those ‘anterior edges’.
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TABLE 3. An example of the spanning tree algorithm. We apply another modiﬁed cycle-ﬁnding algorithm on all vertices of the graph to
construct a spanning tree.
Edges belonging to
Tested vertex Vx Adjacent vertices Graphic depiction the spanning tree
V1 V2,V 8 {V1,V2}, {V1,V8}
V2 V1,V 3,V 8 {V2,V3}
V3 V2,V 4,V 6,V 9 {V3,V4}, {V3,V6}, {V3,V9}
V4 V3,V 5,V 6 {V4,V5}
V5 V4,V 6 {}
Because the ‘testing edge’ (V4,V5) does not form any
cycle, we can conclude that the edge (V4,V5) belongs to
the spanning tree. Concurrently, we can check whether
the ‘testing edge’ (V4,V6) forms any cycle with those
‘anterior edges’. There is a cycle for this edge, so the edge
(V4,V6) does not belong to the spanning tree. In this way,
we can select the edges for inclusion in the spanning tree
simultaneously.
THEOREM 5. A spanning tree can be constructed in O(1)
time on a 3-D n × n × n PARBS.
Proof. We prove this theorem by presenting an O(1) time
algorithm. This algorithm consists of the following steps.
We explain this algorithm by Table 3.
Step 0. Initially, Ai,k is stored in processor Pi,1,k,1≤ i,
k ≤ n.
Step 1. All processors connect {J−,J+}, processor Pi,1,k
broadcasts the weight Ai,k to other processors in the
j-direction.
Step 2. The processors Pi,j,k with i = k or with i<j ,
i<k ,a n dA i,k  =∞connect {I−,I+,K−,K+},t h e
other processors connect {I−,I+} and {K−,K+}.
Step 3. The processors with i = j = k send the speciﬁed
signal ‘#’ to their sub-buses.
Step 4. Now, if the processor Pi,j,k with i = j,i < k,
and Ai,k  =∞recieves the speciﬁed signal ‘#’ from
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TABLE 3. Continued.
Edges belonging to
Tested vertex Vx Adjacent vertices Graphic depiction the spanning tree
V6 V3,V 4,V 5,V 7 {V6,V7}
V7 V6,V 8,V 9 {}
V8 V1,V 2,V 7,V 9 {}
V9 V3,V 7,V 8 {}
its port I−, then we know that the ‘testing edge’ Ai,k
belongs to the spanning tree. Otherwise Ai,k does not
belong to the spanning tree.
Step 5. All processors connect {J−,J+}. The processors
which received the speciﬁed signal ‘#’ in Step 4
broadcastthe ‘Yes/No’ results to other processorsPi,j,k
in the j-direction, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Step 6. The adjacency matrix of the spanning tree is stored
and kept in Pi,1,k,1≤ i, k ≤ n.
This spanning tree algorithm is similar to the minimum
spanning tree algorithm in Section 4. The difference
between the two algorithms is that we use the cycle-ﬁnding
algorithm with a speciﬁed edge in the minimum spanning
tree algorithm, but in this section we use the cycle-ﬁnding
algorithm with a speciﬁed vertex. The correctness of the
spanning tree algorithm can be proved in a similar way to
that of the minimum spanning tree algorithm. We omit it
here.
Compared to the minimum spanning tree veriﬁcation
algorithm, the spanning tree veriﬁcation algorithm is to
verify whether a set of n − 1 edges, selected from an
unweighted graph, is a spanning tree of the graph or not.
This can be done in O(1) time on a 2-D n × n PARBS.
The spanningtree veriﬁcationalgorithmonly needsto check
whether the set of n − 1 edges is a connected graph. This
algorithm is simple, so we omit it here.
THEOREM 6. Whether a set T of n − 1 edges, selected
from an unweighted graph, is a spanning tree of the graph
or not can be veriﬁed in O(1) time on a 2-D n × n PARBS.
Proof. This algorithm is very simple, we only need a 2-D
n × n PARBS to solve it. Since a spanning tree consists of
n vertices and n − 1 edges, all vertices must connect to a
common sub-bus. This means that we can use a speciﬁed
diagonal processor to send a signal to the sub-bus. If all
other diagonal processors receive this signal, then the set of
n − 1 edges must be a spanning tree of the graph.
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TABLE 4. Summaries of our results and those of previous studies.
Problems Previous results Our results
Minimum spanning
tree problem
On 3-D PARBS model, O(1) time with
O(m × Max{n,m}×Max{n,m}) processors or 2-D
PARBS with O(n2 × Max{n × m,m2}) processors,
Wang and Chen [3]
On 3-D PARBS model, O(1)
time with O(n2 × m) processors
On 3-D PARBS model, O(logn) time with O(n4)
processors, Chen et al. [4]
On 3-D PARBS model, O(logn) time with O(n3+ε)
processors, Lin [5]
On 2-D reconﬁgurable mesh model, O(1) time with
O(n × m2) processors, Lai and Sheng [6]
On 3-D HBBN model with the extended
concurrent-write bus, O(logn) time with O(n3)
processors, or on a 4-D HBBN model with the
concurrent-write bus, O(logn) time with O(n3+ε)
processors, Tsai et al. [8]
On RAM model, O(m logn + n logn) time,
Prim [12]
On RAM model, O(m + n × logn) time, Prim [12]
Minimum spanning
tree veriﬁcation
problem
On CREW PRAM model, O(logn) time with
θ((n + m)/logn) processors, Dixon and Tarjan [9]
On 3-D PARBS model, O(1)
time with O(n3) processors
Spanning tree problem On RMBM model, O(1) time with O(m × n)
processors and O(m × n3) switches, Trahan et al.
[10]
On 3-D PARBS model, O(1)
time with O(n3) processors
Spanning tree
veriﬁcation problem
On 2-D PARBS model, O(1)
time with O(n2) processors
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have proposed constant-time algorithms to
solve the minimum spanning tree problem, the minimum
spanning tree veriﬁcation problem, the spanning tree
problem and the spanning tree veriﬁcation problem on a
PARBS with O(n × m × n), O(n3), O(n3)a n dO ( n2)
processors,respectively. Itiswellknownthattheseproposed
algorithms are of fundamental importance in engineering
and science. These algorithms can be used to solve a large
number of problems in engineering and science that are
formulated in the forms of undirected graphs.
In this paper, we have successfully reduced the number
of processors used for these problems. Table 4 summarizes
our results and those of previousstudies. However, the costs
of these algorithms are still more expensive than that of the
correspondingsequentialalgorithms. It will be interestingto
reduce the costs of these algorithms in the future.
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